4O - Chab, YT7WA will be active as YT7WA/4O from Buljarice, Montenegro on 14-23 September. He will operate BPSK and QPSK. [TNX YT7WA]

5W - Transport problems have forced John, N7CQQ and Ron, N6XT to cancel their planned trip to Tokelau [425DXN 1113]. They will continue to operate as 5W0QQ and 5W0XT respectively from Samoa until around 19-20 September, when they will return to American Samoa (KH8) until the 30th.

EA - EA2TA, EA3NT, EA3OR and EA5KA will be active as EG5INT from the Columbretes Islands (EU-069) on 20-24 September. QSL via EA5KA.

GM - Members of the Black Country DX & Contest Group will be active as MS0OXE (http://ms0oxe.webs.com/) from the Isle of Tiree (EU-008) on 13-21 September. Plans are to be QRV with two stations on 160-6m CW, SSB and RTTY. QSL via M0URX, direct or bureau, plus LoTW and eQSL. [TNX rsgbiota.org]

JW - Karl, LA8DW and Kjell, LA9HH will operate CW and SSB as JW8DW from Longyearbyen (EU-026), Svalbard on 12-19 September. QSL via LA8DW, direct or bureau. They will participate in the SAC Contest (CW) as JW5E.

OX - Henning, OZ1BII will be active again as XP2I from Greenland (NA-018) on 13-18 September. He will operate CW only from the XP1AB club station in Kangerlussuaq, and will participate in the Scandinavian Activity Contest (15-16 September). He will be joined by Jorgen, OX/OZ0J and Jens, OX3JI. QSL XP2I via OZ1BII (direct or bureau, and LoTW), QSL OX/OZ0J via home call (direct or bureau, and LoTW), QSL OX3JI via OZ2JI (bureau and eQSL). Further information at http://oz1bii.dk/

OZ - Bernd, DL8AAV plans to be active as O20AV from Laeso Island (EU-088) on 10-22 September. QSL via DL8AAV, direct or bureau. [TNX rsgbiota.org]

OZ - Harry, PA1H and Nico, PA7PA will be active again as O2/homecall from Lang Island (EU-172) on 4-12 October. They will be QRV on 80-10 metres (hopefully also on 160m), with a focus on 30 metres and digital modes. QSL via home calls, direct or bureau. [TNX PA1H]

SM - Stephan, SM5YRA will be active as SB6HL from the lighthouse on Hallo Island (EU-043) on 8-15 September. He will operate SSB and digital modes on 80-6 metres. QSL via home call (bureau preferred) and eQSL. [TNX DX Newsletter]

T8 - Ulf, DL5AXX will be active as T8XX (CW) and T88UE (RTTY) from Palau on 14-28 September. He will be QRV on 160-10 metres. QSL via home call, direct or bureau. OQRS at www.dl5axx.de/dxlog [TNX NG3K]

TA - The TC Special Wireless Activity Team (www.tcswat.org) and the Giresun Radio Amateurs and Nature Sports Club will be active as TC6GLH from Gerze Lighthouse on 15-16 September. QSL via TA1HZ.

TT - Silvano, I2YSB and the Italian DXpedition Team will be active as
TT8TT from Chad [425DXN 1108] on 3-16 October. They plan to operate CW, SSB and RTTY on 160-6 metres with three stations, with a focus on Japan and the NA West Coast. A band/mode survey can be found on the expedition's web site (www.i2ysb.com). [TNX IK7JWY]

UA - Look for RA0ZJ/p, RU02ZM/p, UA0ZAM/p and UA0ZC/p to be active from Starichkov Island (AS-095) on 8-14 September. QSL via home calls. [TNX DX World]

VK - Scott, VK7HV/K plans to be active again as VK7HV/K from Bruny Island (OC-233) on 9-14 September. [TNX DDX World]

W - Look for Larry, K4KGG to be active as K4KGG/1 from Martha's Vineyard (NA-046) on 14-18 September. Primary activity will be on or around 14260 kHz, but he might also work 7055, 21260 and 28460 kHz. QSL via K4KGG, direct or bureau. [TNX rs6biota.org]

Z8 - Jim, K7QI is the first operator to be issued with a South Sudan callsign, DX World reports. Hopefully "within the next few weeks" he will be active as Z8AAA from Juba. QSL via K7GSE.

ZA - Look for ZA/OK1HH and ZA/OK2BOB to be active from Albania on 12-20 September. Thwy will operate CW and SSB on 160-6 metres. QSL via home calls. [TNX The Daily DX]

---

AZORES NINE ISLANDS HUNT --> The website for the "Azores Nine Islands Hunt" [425DXN 1111] is now up and running at http://azores-islands-hunt.com. Nine teams will be active from the nine populated islands of the Azores during an "activity weekend" from 12 UTC 29 September to 12 UTC on the 30th.

CLIPPERTON 2013 --> The March 2013 Clipperton Island DXpedition is in the final stages of assembling the team. Currently there are several openings to join the project, and the team is soliciting any operators with some form of DXpedition experience to join them. You can see the current team, along with a complete description of the project, on the DXpedition website (www.cordell.org/CI/). If interested in joining the team, please contact Bob, KK6EK (kk6ek[@]cordell.org) or Chris, DL1MGB (chris[@]dl1mgb).

CQWW CONTEST DIRECTOR --> On 4 September it was announced that - after 35 years - Bob Cox (K3EST) has retired as Director of the CQ World Wide DX Contest and as CQ's Director of Contesting. His retirement is effective immediately. A successor has not yet been named. Further information can be found at the CQ Newsroom (http://cqnewsroom.blogspot.com/)

DX MAGAZINE MOST WANTED SURVEY --> The DX Magazine's annual Most Wanted Survey is being conducted now through 15 October. The survey form is available at www.dxpub.net: click on "Most Wanted Survey" and you will find a link to the form (please note that it is not a complete list of all DXCC Entities: if you need something that is not listed, simply use the "Additions or Comments" space at the end of the form). Prefixes in bold type are ones which may cause confusion due to their
similarity (e.g. 3D2, VK9, VK0, etc), please use care when marking these to be sure the correct one is counted. A few prefixes/Entities are shown in red, to indicate either an addition to the list from last year or a change in the prefix (e.g. ZK2 is now E6).

The overall results will be published in the January-February 2013 issue of The DX Magazine, and the world-wide results will be posted to the web site around 15 January 2013 as well. The breakdown by mode/Low Bands will be published in the March-April 2013 issue of the magazine.

INDEXA ---> The International DX Association's (www.indexa.org) recently elected officers are Gary Dixon K4MQG (President), John Scott K8YC (Vice President), Bill Jennings W4UNP (Secretary-Treasurer), Gregg Marco W6IZT, Jerry Rosalius WB9Z and Mac Shimamoto JA3USA (1-year Directors) and Bob Schenck N2OO (2-year Director). The other previously elected Directors are DJ9ZB and N4AA (to serve during the 2012 and 2013 fiscal years); K4UEE, W4NL and W9RG (to serve during the 2012, 2013, and 2014 fiscal years). [TNX W4UNP]

QSL GALLERY ---> The large collection of QSL cards on Les Nouvelles DX's web site has been updated. Fourteen different galleries include more than 10,200 cards for the ten Most Wanted DXCC Entities (2004-11), the 61 deleted DXCC Entities, obsolete prefixes, stations from Magrebh from 1947 to 1962, Allied Forces stations in Germany (1946-62), Antarctic bases & TAAF (Terres Australes and Antarctiques Francaises), the various French DXCC island Entities in the Pacific Ocean, the Indian Ocean and the Americas (from 1945 to 1970), pre-1945 countries, French Departments and CONUS, plus a gallery for cards not accepted by DXCC. Your participation is encouraged - please visit www.LesNouvellesdx.fr and send your comments to lesnouvellesdx[@]free.fr [TNX F6AJA]

TOP LISTS ---> The latest Topband, Topmode and Toplist listings are now available at www.425dxn.org/awards/toplist/index.html. QSOs confirmed through LoTW or included in on-line logs are eligible for listing. Send your scores, as well as any request for further information, to Luciano Lucini, IK2QPO (ik2qpo[@]425dxn.org).

==

*** 4 2 5 D X N E W S ***
******** QSL ROUTES ********
==

Edited by I1JQJ & IK1ADH
Direttore Responsabile I2VGW

===================================================================
CALL        MANAGER     CALL        MANAGER     CALL        MANAGER
===================================================================
3B8CW       NI5DX       EG5VCE      EA7HBC      R10RLHA/0   RA1QY
3G30        CE3OPE      EG6SDC      EA1AUM      R115ON      RK1TWW
3Z0MFF      SP9PTG      EG7SDC      EA1AUM      R11505      RK3VWA
3Z10PSK     SP8PLM      EG8SDC      EA1AUM      R11GGR      UA6MM
3Z73H0WS    SP9PDG      EG9SDC      EA1AUM      R12GGR      UA6MM
3Z95HB      SP2ZCI      EK6TA       DJ0MCZ      R14GGR      UA6MM
407TC       UA3TCJ      EM125QN      UT3QN       R15GGR      UA6MM
===================================================================
BU2AW       JN3TVX      JW2US       LA2US       V73NS       W3HNK
BW2/JP1RIW  BM2JCC      JX9JKA      LA9JKA      VI4WIP50    VK4WIP
C21BN       JH1NBN      JY4NE       K3IRV       VK2I2ZI     EB7DX
C31CT       EA3QS       JY9ET       M00XO       VK7BO       EA7FTR
CE1TT       EA5KB       KHO/KW2X     JG7PSJ      VQ9JC       ND9M
CE1VIL      EA5GL       KHOR        JE6DND      VU3BPZ      II1HYW
CE2LS       EA5KB       KHOXH       JE1UXZ      VU3DQJQ     EA7FTR
CE2WZ       W3HNK       KH0XW       JQ2WTT      WH7Z        W0CN
CE4SES      EA5KB       KH7Y        EA5GL       XR3O        CE3OPE
CM8AKD      EA7FTR       KK6WW/KHO    JA6EGL      XR3P        CE3PG
CM8VRD      EA7FTR       KL7J        N3SL        XU7AAJ      IW3SNW
CN81G       EA7FTR       KP4MS        W4DN        XU7ACY      W2EN
CN8KD       EA5XX        LU5FZ       EA7FTR      XV1X        RW6HS
CN8LL       EA7FTR       LU7YS        EA7HBC      XV4Y        OK1DOT
CN8NK       EA5XX        LW5EAEE     EA5KB       XV9NPS      JA2NPS [b]
CN8YR       EA7FTR       LX75RL       LX2A        XV9NPS      JA2OBD  [d]
CN8YZ       6K5YPD       LX8RTTY      LX1DA       YB0MKM      IK2DUW
CN8ZG       EA7FTR       L17137SSS    L21KCP      YB2LSR      SM3DBU
CO2WL       HA3JB        L240YG       L21YG       YB9/DJ7XJ    OZ7XJ
CO8LY       EA7ADH       NH7O        EA5GL       Y11RZ        IK2DUW
CX2BR       EA5GL       NH8S        AA4NN       YL44WFF      YL2SW
D2FJZ       CT1FJZ       NL8F         K8NA        YL5T        YL3DQ
DA0COTA     DF2DD       NP4A         W3HNK       YP3A        Y03KPA
DPGQVN      DL5EBE       OA6Q         O3NHW       YR7WFF       Y07MGG
DS0DX       HL1IWD       OD5ARMY      OD5NJ       YT0WFF       YU7CM
E51AND      AB7FS        OD5PY        K9UC        YU175SB      YU1KN
E74Y        EA5KB        OH8X         OH2UA       YY1FPT       EA5GL
E77XZ       DK6XZ        OJ0R         G3TXF       YV5TX        EA5KB
EA9EU       EA5KB        ON68POL      ON4AZD      YV52V        EA5GL
EE8YG       EA8YG        O2T2         PA0ABM      ZG2FX        G3RFX
EG1FIM      EA1URV       OX3LX        OZ1P1F      ZL4IR        W8WC
EG1SDC      EA1AUM       OX3XR        OZ3PZ       ZP5AJR       PY4KL
EG2SDC      EA1AUM       OZ9EDR/P     OZ1KRF      ZP5KO        PY4KL
EG3SDC      EA1AUM       PA20STAR     PE9DX       ZP5NNT       EA5GL
EG4SDC      EA1AUM       PAGISS       PA7DA       ZP9MCE       EA5ZD
EG5SDC      EA1AUM       PC12WSF      PA0FAW      ZY2014WC     PS7KC

8R1Z        Lennox O'Brian Smith, Lot 74 D'Urban Street, Wortmanville,
Georgetown, Guyana

9M4DXX      P.O. Box 125, General Post Office, 10710 Pulau Pinang, Malaysia

A61BK       Khalid Khamis, P.O Box 19037, Dubai, United Arab Emirates

AB7FS       Andrew N Duncan, 768 Luscombe St, Independence OR 97351, USA

BV2A        C.R.A., P.O. Box 117-254, Taipei, Taiwan

BV2B        C.R.A., P.O. Box 117-254, Taipei, Taiwan

CN2SM       Karl Schulz, Ringstrasse 28, 23626 Ratekau / Warnsdorf, Germany

CT1FJZ      Paulo Luis Nunes Mira, P.O.Box 603, Paivas, 2846-909 Amora,
Portugal

JT1BV       Naranbaatar T., C.P.O Box 820, Ulaanbaatar-13 15160, Mongolia

JT1CO       Choignonjav Chadraabal, P.O. Box 905, Ulaanbaatar-23 16092, Mongolia

JT1CS       Baterdene Zevgee, P.O. Box 125, Ulaanbaatar 18080, Mongolia

JT1DA       Enkhbayar Budjav, P.O. Box 736, Ulaanbaatar-13 15160, Mongolia

JW7XM       Harald Fagermoen, PB 888, 9171 Longyearbyen, Norway

K8GU        Ethan S.Miller, 1115 Carson St, Silver Spring MD 20901, USA
KJ4OAP  Kevin T. Sterne, 200 N Knollwood Dr, Blacksburg VA 24060, USA
KL2HD  Jeffrey C. Williams, P.O. Box 1268, Homer AK 99603, USA
N6XT  Ronald L. Rosson, 28661 Lilac Rd, Valley Center CA 92082, USA
N7CQQ  John P. Kennon, PO Box HC 35 Box 42, 12375 N. Byers St. M/M 95 US 66, Truxton, Peach Springs AZ 86434, USA
NH8S  Swains Island Dxpedition, P.O. Box 5005, Lake Wylie SC 29710, USA
R3BY  Gennady Arkhipov, pos. Kommunarka 102-4, Leninsky r-n, Moskovskaya obl., 142770, Russia
RWO BG  Viktor S. Kuzyakin, P.O. Box 4018, Norilsk, Krasnoyarsky kray, 663317, Russia
SM5AQD  Hakan Eriksson, Hovgarden, SE-740 10 Almunge, Sweden
W2NAF  Nathaniel A. Frissell, 1412 North Main Street, Blacksburg VA 24060, USA
WH0AI  Richard E Levandowski, 35613 5th St., Independence, WI 54747, USA
YJ8RN  Rod Newell, P.O. Box 905, Port Vila, Vanuatu
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